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The Door To The World Is Open . . .
For Every End ...

It may sound old fashioned, but it's true; for every end there IS a beginning. We may not see it right away, but it's there. These four short years at Coventry High School contain many ends for a student yet they are also full of beginnings. Some are obvious - the end of one class means the beginning of another. Some are a little harder to see. High school means the end of dependency and the beginning of self-reliance.

No matter how much we may not want things to end, they do. But, there is good news. We can always look forward to a new beginning. For instance, we never look forward to the end of summer, but just think of the new school year coming. Perhaps this is a better example. One of those times when we look forward to both the end and the beginning. Everyone likes the end of the school year but even better is thought of a summer with nothing to do all day long.

The end of last year's school term not only marked the end of one class's high school era but also the end of...
There's a Beginning

... Mr. Diprete's twenty-one year career at Coventry High School. There is no looking back or clinging to the past, we have a new freshmen class and a new principal just beginning their high school careers.

As you can see, life is full of beginnings and endings. Just the ones we face in school would fill the pages of War and Peace. For example, if a book has an end it had to have had a beginning. When you reach the end of one chapter, you have the beginning of another. The end of a test could mean the beginning of failure or (Hopefully) the beginning of an "A". Then of course, the end of one day leads to the beginning of another.

For the class of 1994, this is the end of high school, but the beginning of the rest of their lives as well as many more beginnings and endings. The seniors move on to a more vivid world one called life. Who knows, some day the end of the world could bring a whole new beginning.

The Immortal Canker Worm
New World Order

When the students sauntered through the doors of CHS this year, a changed world awaited. Peace exists in the middle east. Experiments to push further away from communism are in the works. President Clinton proposed his national health care plan. Mr. Deasy replaced Mr. Diprete as principal.

Out with the old and in with the new. Along with Mr. Deasy came a flood of changes. Is this the same CHS? Abolished was the 7 period day. The Oakers gave a great cheer as the 6 period schedule was pulled out of the circular file. Gone are the days of suffering through all of the classes with every teacher. Now with a dropped class, there’s more time for everything from slaving over horrific English exams to dozing off in physics. Lunch doesn’t seem to be year’s away — it sneaks up on unsuspecting students. Take, for instance, the new confusing bell system. Oakers ask, “Are we coming or going?” when the three different bells sound. “Retreat” is the picture when students leave the cafeteria, and challenging “people jams” block the doors to those who try to get in.

The new freshmen class transformed CHS. Crowded classes and standing-room-only in the cafeteria are just two of the problems caused by such a big class. An Oaker can’t even get into trouble without running into part of the new regime. The Vice Principal’s office has disappeared! Is it a miracle? NO! Now the Assistant Principals are looking over our shoulders waiting to pounce. Watch out or social suspension will cut off the fun stuff about school . . .

Even with all of the changes made this year, CHS is still a great place to learn, have fun, and hang out. With upperclassmen leading the way, the 93-94 school year will be a blast! Make way for Mr. Deasy, the class of ’94, and a new CHS! This is an ever changing, crazy group of Oakers to match an ever-changing, crazy world. These small changes may seem small, but they are significant. As the song goes, “These times they are a changing”.

Mary Poppins
Into The Real World!

(top left:) Josh, are you writing cheat notes on the back of your notebook?
(top right:) Josh Vallee is prepared even in the hallways with his pen in his hand.
(bottom left:) The senior class girls Carrie Orlando, Melissa Flynn, Cindy Finocchi, Jen Carlson, Melissa Downey, Amy Gallo, Lindy Iannucci, Beth Macko, Heidi Bates, Gina Chianesi, Cheryl Bequette, Emily Smith, Jamie Reed, Amy Goshorn, and Mikaela Lagor show off their spirit with their float at the homecoming parade in October.
(bottom right:) Cheryl Bequette is hard at work at the computer while Paul Blanchette looks on.
Wayne Picozzi stands dialing on the phone making an important call. Just as long as it's not one of those 1-900 numbers!!

Mike Jamison rubs the volleyball, hoping a magic genie will come out and carry the volleyball over the net.

Scott Mills is busy building up those muscles in weight training during gym class. How much can you lift Scott?

Sue Zawadski and Jamie Gauvin try to figure out the mystery of the ticker tape lab. Where's Mr. DiMicco when you really need him?

Seniors
Advisor: Mrs. Denise Collins will be on her solo debut as senior class advisor this year. In past years, this position was held by Mrs. Nancy Cyr. Mrs. Collins helped Mrs. Cyr the last few years to get the feel for the job. This year will be a new start for seniors at CHS, but we all know that Mrs. Collins will do a great job.

Social Committee: (pictured) Cathy Castenson, Sue Lynch, And Jennifer Carlson. (not pictured) Cheryl Bequette.

This group of hard working seniors will be helping out the class president and officers to set up the important events of senior year, such as the Christmas dance, the ball, senior supper, class day, and other senior tasks.

President: Amy Gallo

The senior class president has the weight of the entire senior class sitting upon her shoulders, and what a weight that is, considering that there are almost 400 students in the senior class. Amy is in charge of getting together the Christmas dance with the junior class, the ball, senior supper, class day, and even gets the privilege of shaking hands with every single one of the graduates who walk across the stage. Amy plans on taking the role of leader seriously, and hopes to make the year memorable.


The class officers work along with the president, and social committee, and as a team they form the senior year into a long lasting memory, which will be imprinted onto the minds of all the senior class members. This last year, which is full of victories, and yes, failures is left in the hands of these competent seniors.
Most likely to Succeed

Susan Lynch & Jonathon Gunnip

Amy Blackmore
Michelle Blade
Jean-Paul Blais
Ryan Blais
Paul Blanchette
Rachael Blasbalg
Jennifer Boisclair
Amy Bourgoin
Class

Individualist

Michael Cacchiotti
Amy Cadieux
Christine Cain
Lisa Cambra
Melissa Campbell
Jennifer Carlson
Phillip Carr
Stephanie Carter

Gregory Coutu & Kelly Purvis
Most likely

Too ...

Josh Dias & Kristina Jandron

Peter Contreras
Gwendolyn Coppola

Marc Cormier
Melissa Corp

Robert Correia Jr.
Lisa Cote
Troy Cote
Jamie Cotnoir
Most likely to

Save The

World

Jessica DelDeo
Dino Demonti

Jaime Nash & Sarah Buckley

Jessie DeNuccio
Dwain Desrosiers Jr.

Heather Deware
Joshua Dias
Jennifer DiLecce
Laura Donnelly
Did Most ... For CHS

Shannon Gallogly

Staci Garganta

Daniel Garthwaite

Jaime Gauvin

Michael Geary

Renee Geary

Michael George

Sharlene Papa & Matt Weinand
Most Popular

Scott Guertin  Jonathan Gunnip

Scott Hagerty  Chantel Hains

Melissa Hall  Gregory Hammond  Richard Hawkins  Jennifer Henry

Amy Gallo & Jason Stevens
Most Athletic

Richard Kelley
William Kelley

Mandy Kelly
Tracey Klein

Jennifer Knott
Paul Kostka Jr.
Christina Kreckel
Eve-Marie Kukulka

Mike Voelker & Sue Lynch
Most physically appealing

Michael Law
Tracy Lawson
Deborah Leahy
Brenda Legault
Beth Lemme
Debra Lemoi
Denis Levesque
Eric Lichtenberg
Class Musicians

Catherine Mageau
Donald Mailloux

Judith Mailloux
Jason Malbaurn

Kimberly Malloy
Andrea Marchessault
Heather Marsella
Danielle Martin

Mike Mello & Jaime Lavoie
Kerrie Martin  Ivan Martínez  Greg Masiello  Dawn Matteson
April Maxwell  Scott McCallum  Thomas McCarthy  Timothy McGregor
Tracey McManus  Jeremy Medeiros  Kerri Medeiros  Michael Mello
Class

DJ's

Todd Berk, Dan Fisher, Jon Gunnip, Eric Lichtenberg, Gisele Laliberte, & Cathy Mageau
Class Flirts

Amy Reichstetter
Patricia Resende
Anthony Reybrock
Matthew Richardson
Miranda Richie
John Riley
Laurie Ritchotte
Jon Robinson

Josh Vallee & Judy Mailloux
Jacqlyn Robitaille  Rebecca Robitaille  Gregory Roch II  Michael Rockwell

Jennifer Ryan  Caleb Santiago  Brian Savino  Emily Schwartz

Jennifer Rojas  Lori Romanoff  David Rull  Adrienne Rupp
Most likely to End the World

Eric Lichtenberg & Kelly Purvis

Kimberly Shanley
Thomas Sheppard Jr.
Kerry Shine
Erin Shurtleff
Amy Silva
Melissa Silva
Shannon Singhass
Dennis Skorski Jr.
Class
Sweethearts

Brian Savino & Mandy Kelly

Emily Smith

Paul Smith

Linda Sorenson

Lori Sousa

Melissa Spinard

Steven St. Pierre

Jason Stevens

Donald Stoddard Jr.
Lori Straight
Joseph Strauss
Melina Strobel
Bruce Sullivan Jr.
Scott Sullivan
Michelle Syintsakos
Jason Sykes
Erin Tallman
Most
Congenial

Jason Stevens & Heather Deware

David Taylor
Christina Testa

David Thatcher
Melissa Theetge

Richard Thomson
Kelly Thurber
Michelle Todisco
Sheryl Tondreau
Most Likely to Forget

Susan Tortolani
Sarah Trautman

James Tremblay
Robin Triggs

Christopher Truppi
Nicholas Vallante
Joshua Vallee
Kimberly Vanover

John Riley & Kim Purvis
So different and yet
The Same

Kelly & Kim Purvis

Amy Very

Michael Voelker

Melanie Wall

Matthew Ward

Graham Watson

Lauren Webb

Matthew Weinand

Mark Wendoloski
Friends to the End!

Jaime Windrow

Daniel Wolf

Scott Woodcock

Gina Zablocki

Susan Zawadzki

Tara Znoj

Erika Zukowski

Robert Stine

Susan Lynch & Cathy Castenson
Unforgettable
This junior prom was definitely "Unforgettable". The night was perfect, for once there was a prom with an abundance of room including on the dance floor. The junior prom was held at the beautiful Rhodes on the Pawtuxet. The hall which we were in was gorgeous and even had a balcony overlooking the dance floor. Even though the first ballots for prom queen were lost the night went smoothly. Everyone was happy and having a great time, just as long as no one jumped near the DJ, or else the music would skip.

One of the amazing things about this dance was that the food was actually edible! In fact it was extremely good, but of course it was the ever prom food of stuffed chicken. The music definitely fit the personality of our class. Every time the Rock Lobster came on, it was played three times, the group of brave juniors in gowns and tuxes, who actually got out on the floor (literally) grew larger and larger. Then, of course the junior class sort of theme song "YMCA" was played. Then it was flashback to the 70's with "Staying Alive". It was time to clear the floor and crown the King and Queen. The junior class picked for their King and Queen, Greg Hammond and Sue Lynch. After the crowning the King, Queen and their dates got to lead the rest of the class to the song "Unforgettable". This night will be remembered for a long time.
Jessie Denuccio sits enraptured in class, she is either trying for an "A" or one of CHS's extremely hot substitutes are teaching.

Jaime Gauvin and Jacqlyn Robitaille are doing what seniors do best, that is relaxing. Yeah right! Any of us seniors know that breaks like in this picture are welcomed with open arms.

Jaime Windrow, one of our football cheerleaders works on the cheerleading float.
Beth Macko, Heidi Bates, and Mike Voelker ride on the senior float down the parade route to the school cheering.

Jonathan Bourn does not seem to be paying attention to the teacher, but actually scoping or checking out some hot babe across the room.

Paul Blanchette to help psyche up his team puts on some Oaker war paint and streamers. Unfortunately, Paul will not be playing due to his arm being in a cast.

Amy Reichstetter and Matthew Richardson are diligently working on some sort of master plan. Should we be scared.
Mr. Piascik tests one of the many strange and unusual psychological theories on Kim Casto, as Kimberly Shanley watches on intently.

Michelle Blade obviously laughing because she is going insane from the infamous ticker tape lab from physiology class.

Dan Garthwaite looking rather spirited in his CHS football team jersey, is in one of the industrial technology rooms. Dan is one of the football players for the CHS team. Andrew Edwards gives a mischievous smile to the camera as he slyly hides his own personnel reading under the notebook.
Our Small World

The history of the class of '94

September 9, 1990 signified the beginning of our journey through Coventry High School. As freshmen, we were awestruck by the size of the student population. Remember the days of sharing lockers, and the two up and down stairways (it only took 10 minutes to get to class). This was the year that the back parking lot was still dirt. We were constantly disturbed by the building of the new wing. To lead us through our initiation year, we elected Jaime Nash as class president. During Spirit Week, we were annihilated by the upperclassmen. We had a lot to learn. We were also forced to decipher the twisted numbering system of the classrooms. And speaking of twisted, remember when we had E period lunch every single day, except for Day 7? The day of the Freshmen Dance, which was May 31st, was a tumultuous one, due to one of the worst food fights in our school's history, one of the many casualties was a certain freshman who was doused with a tub of ketchup. The dance itself, which was decorated with stars, moons, and leftover food, was a success, despite the fact of horrendous lines for pictures. Our freshmen year proved to be an exposition for the years to follow.

As we emerged into our sophomore year we began to establish more of our class identity. Matthew Emerson Weinand, who desperately wanted to join our class, was chosen as class president. Mr. Brisette became our sophomore advisor, his first attempt advising the masses. The opening of the new wing brought an end to our cafeteria studies and opened more stairways. Also, our schedule was changed to a fully rotating one. The course load of sophomore year increased with difficulty, due to Honors classes. We were introduced to the hell of test-taking with our first attempt at the PSAT. Our school became frenzied with the football team's victories and Superbowl game. The team signed their success by shaving their heads. Other sports, such as boys soccer and wrestling, also attained state titles. Our second attempt at Spirit Week was a bit more triumphant, moving from a freshmen 4th place finish to 2nd place. Thanks to the many participants in the weeks activities which included Catherine Mageau's rendition of "Puff the Magic Dragon", complete in full dragon costume, and Weinand's lacking rendition of a Mary Poppins favorite. Due to an electrical fire in the auditorium on the first nice spring day, school was dismissed early. Sophomore year was the beginning of the end and the end of the beginning.

Junior year was a year of high expectations and low standards. Yet again, our schedules were changed to a 7-period day and Matt was elected president, again. As juniors, we received the privilege of the lockers in the new wing, which were twice the size of the old ones. Classes continually got harder, and added stress. But some of our woes were erased when we finally received our licenses, our version of freedom. The almighty football team that came so close to winning the Super Bowl the previous year were finally able to sink their claws into the supreme victory of winning the Super Bowl. This was our first year to start attending formal dances as a class. The Christmas Dance, which was called "Under the Mistletoe", was held for the first time at the 1025 Club. Despite the rubber chicken, the night was a memorable one. Our third attempt at Spirit Week found us locked into 2nd place again. Before we knew it, the biggest event of the year, the Junior Prom, had arrived on April 30th. For the first time, the prom was held at the beautiful Rhodes on the Pawtuxet. Our prom king and queen were Greg Hammond and Sue Lynch. The theme was "Unforgettable" and the night certainly was as we danced the night away to favorites like "YMCA","Rock Lobster" and other class favorites. Unfortunately, we had to say our farewells to Mr Diprete, our beloved principal. As the end of the school year approached, it was our time to say good-bye to the seniors and welcomed our senior year. This culminated on June 10th, Class Day, when we turned our class rings and became seniors. To sum it all up; our junior year was just one big trip.

Our senior year started off with high anticipation. Soon we found ourselves drowning in an endless sea of college applications, SAT's, scholarships, financial aids, as well as our normal course load. Our year began with many changes, such as our new principal, Mr. Deasy and a new schedule. Amy Gallo was elected president to guide us through our final year. Also, it was Mrs. Collins' solo year of advising the senior class. For sports, the girls soccer team triumphed with their first ever state title. Once again we were subjected to rubber chicken at our Christmas Dance, which was called "Visions of Sugarplums". The dance was packed, but there still was enough room to get down on the dance floor (literally). Time passed quickly, and we found ourselves deciding our futures. The Senior Ball was held at the Newport Marriot, in May, which being our last formal dance together, it was an everlasting night to be forever etched in our memories. We gathered at the Senior Supper, to get our caps and gowns as well as our yearbooks. Class Day, which was June 9th, was our last day to say good-bye to our high school days. Class Day was full of tears, laughs, and sad remembrances. Graduation at the Warwick Musical Theater signified our rite of passage into reality. No longer could we take comfort and feel secure in the hallowed halls of Coventry High School. At the ceremony, we obtained our diplomas, and pulled together as a class for the last time. With the end of this ceremony, so ended our time together. The Class of '94 are now off on their own, to pursue their own dreams. The Class of '94 will always remain alive in spirit.

Kristen Brown
Jaime Lavoie
At the End Of The Road

Joshua Almedia.
594 Black Rock Rd. Activities: Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (captain); Wrestling 9, 10; DECA 9, 10. Whatever the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve. Accountant for Lincoln Greyhound Park.

John Alpasio. Alpo.

Laura Ambrose.
3458 Flat River Rd. What goes around comes around.

Kristin Ancil. Kris.
3 Mary Brook Ln. Activities: Student Council 9; Sophomore Social Committee 10; Reach-out 10, 11; Environmental Club 12. It was the best of the times it was the worst of times. -Charles Dickens. Pediatric nurse.

Sean Anderson. The Vampire.
183 Lakehurst Dr. Be silent, or say something better than silence.

57 Indian Trail. Activities: Freshman baseball 9, Varsity Baseball 10, 11, 12; Varsity Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12. Vincent Apollonio.
65 Pilgrim Avenue.

Bryan Arle. Arle.
91 Boston St. Activities: French Club 9, 10; Soccer 9, J.V. Volleyball 11. A true wise man never plays leapfrog with a unicorn. To rule the world.

Cheri Argall.
34 Tiffany St.

Keith Aubin.
78 Chaplin Dr.

9 Pioneer Rd. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11; Baseball 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10, 11; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Color Guard 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor Guard 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Revue 11; Navy Seals.

Julie Barclay.
Juls.
9 Pioneer Rd. Activities: Volleyball 10, 11, 12; Tennis 11, 12; Spanish club 11 (V.P.); Student Council 11. Here get remembered but legends never die. -Babe Ruth. Accountant.

Anthony Bardi. Bassaddy.
21 Rosemary St. Activities: DECA 12; Drama 10, 11; Advisory Board

10. What? To work on wall street.

Soledad Barreto. Sally, Sunny.
25 Holloway Ave. Activities: Interact Club 12 (Secretary); Estoy mas desubicada que chupete en la oreja. International business.

Heidi Bates.
38 Laurel Ave. Activities: Italian Club 10, 11, 12. We have not inherited the earth from our ancestors, we have only borrowed it from our children. Elementary Education Teacher.

Kyle Bear.
5388 Flat River Rd.

Troy Beaudoin.
Troy.
5388 Flat River Rd. Activities: Baseball 9, 10, 11; Golf 12; French Club 11, 12. Whom the Gods wish to destroy, they first call promising. -Cyril Connolly. Rich and golfing.

Aaron Becker.
4 Meredith Dr. Activities: J.V. Wrestling 9; Wrestling 10, 11, 12; Freshmen Soccer 9; Varsity Cross Country 10, 11, 12. To be rich.

Tara Behan.
11 Richard Ct. Activities: J.V. Softball 9; French Club 9, 10, 11; Reach-out 9; Photography Club 9. Long we live, high we fly, smiles we give, tears we cry, all we do and all we see is all our lives will ever be. -Floyd Pond. Marine Biologist.

Joudi Belanger. Jo.
9 Columbia Ave. If the sun refused to shine, I'd still be loving you. -Led Zepp. We are the youth gone wild. -Skid Row. Dental Hygienist.

Rebecca Bennett. Becky.
9 Daniel Dr. Activities: Band 9; Flapdorps 9; Recycling Club 10, 11; Environmental Science Club 10, 12. Imagine all the people living life in peace. -John Lennon. I want to save the world.

Lori Benoit.
50 Murray St. 63. Activities: DECA 11, 12; Band 9. In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.

Cheryl Bequette. Ba-quet.
6 Mourn Ave. Activities: Basketball 10, 12; Social Committee 12; Photo Club 10, 11, 12; Age is a matter of mind, if you don't mind it doesn't matter. Fashion Photographer.

Melissa Berard. Isabel.
9 Gervais St. Activities: Dance team 9; Photography Club 9, 10. Teacher or vet.

Todd Berk. Bodd turk.
1 Shortway Dr. Activities. WCVY 9, 10 (News director) 11, 12; Band 9, 10; Interact 12: So be it -Christian Slater. Broadcast Journalist.

Sabrina Bevequilla. Bree.

Amy Black more. Slube.
78 Coavinton Rd. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 12; Student Mediation 11, 12. You can...if you think you can. If you think you are beaten...you are! Success begins with your own will. It's all in your state of mind. Physical Therapist Assistant.

Michelle Blade. Shelly.
184 South Main St. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 12; Photography Club 10, 12; Interact Club 12. The mind, like a parachute, functions only when open - but not so open that your brain falls out. Environmental Protection.

Ryan Blais.
Blazer.
6 Wendy Dr. Activities: Basketball 9. Yeah, I'm still alive. -Pearl Jam. Accountant.

Paul Blanchette. Teddy Bear.
2040 New London Turnpike. Activities: Football 9, 12; Wrestling 9. If you worry about death you won't live your life. make it through bootcamp.

Rachael Blasbarg. Rach.
1 Red Maple Rd. Activities: Student Council 9, 101 French Club 9, 10; Hugh O'Brien Finalist 10; Yearbook 10, 11 (Copy Ed.), 12 (Managing Ed); Academic Decathlon 12; School Play 9, 10; RI Drama Festival 9. I need to remember this so baby give me just one kiss and let me take a long last look before we say good-bye. -Don Henley. Actress.

Jennifer Boisclair.
2845 Harriny Hill Rd.

Amy Bourgon.
762 Victory Highway.

7 East Gate Dr. Activities: Band 9; Debate 9, 10, 11, 12. If I want your opinion I'll beat it out of you. Major in the Marine Corps.

Christopher Bouthiette. Bothie.
3194 Flat River Rd. Activities: Science Club 9; Track 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10; Academic Decathlon 12; Chemistry Team 12; Student Council 9. Everyone has his day and some days last longer than others. -Winston Churchill. Materials Engineer.

245 South Main St. Activities. Soccer Cheerleader 9, Basketball Cheerleader 9, 10; competition Cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12 (capt.); Football Cheerleader 10, 11, 12 (capt.); UCA All-Star Cheerleader 12; JV softball 10; Homecoming Court 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11. When you open your eyes and look real close it's amazing what you can see. Accountant.

Randy Brayton.
4 Peninsula Ct.

Ronald Brayton.
4 Peninsula Ct.

James Brown Jr. Mad-dog.

Kristen Brown. H. Drawl.
P.O. Box 447. Activities: Yearbook 9, 10 (Executive Editor); 11 (Editor-in-chief); Hugh O'Briens nominee 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Nesper 12 (Editor); CLOUT 12 (Editor); Varsity Revue 11, 12. Rocky Horror Picture Show Creature of the night; If I could recapture all of the memories and bring them back to life, Lord knows that I would. -Marian Carey. Vanishing. Secondary Education Teacher of history and yearbook Advisor.

Sherrie Brown.
2006 New London Turnpike. Activities: Cross Country 10; Student Council 12; French Club 9, 10. A face without a smile is like a life without expression. Experimental Psychologist.

Charles Broz.
7 Albro Lane.

Jacob Brunette. Scottie.
85 Blackrock Road. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Party hard & long. Cop

Sarah Buckley.
106 Railroad Ave. Activities: French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 11; Honor Society 11, 12; Cross Country 12; Academic Decathlon 12; Take time for all things. -Ben Franklin.

Christopher Burley.
286 Pulaski St.

Michael Cachiotti. Corky.
11 Lafayette Dr. Activities. Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Vo-tech cabin making 11, 12; Carpentry 12; VICA 11, 12; Vo-tech Teacher.

Amy Cadieux. Cadge, Badger.
2 Elmwood Court. Activities: Student Council 9, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Cheerleading 9, DECA 12 (President); Senior Class advisory board; No matter what happens in life-keep smiling -C.O. Accountant.
Track 9, 10, 11, 12: The best things in life come to those who wait. Dermatologist/Nutritionist.

Gina Chianesi. G. Gene. 36 Lorraine Ave. Activities. Student Council 9; Social Committee 9; Cheerleader: JV Football; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 10, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Put your pictures away; remember these days 'til we meet again. Veterinarian.

Jason Clark. 544 Blackrock Rd. Activities. Debate Team 9, 10, 11; French Club 11, 12; Student Council 9; 10; Chem Team 10, 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 12; French Club 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; We're going to hear that giant sucking sound. - Ross Perot. Electrical Engineer.

Dianna Cleveland. 130 Chaplin Dr. Activities. Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Make the most of today because it'll be gone tomorrow. Accountant.

Robert Coen. Coen. 156 West Log Bridge Rd. Activities. DECA 12; Ten words isn't enough to express what i have to say. To become rich.

Courtney Connolly. Court. 20 Vanderbilt Terrace. Activities. Vo-tech culinary arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12; We'll never be teechnically perfect but i like to believe we're a case of perfect imperfection. -Brett Michaels. Cosmetologist.

Christopher Cook. Chris. CC. 27 Sisson Rd. Yesterday is forever gone, but now is tomorrow. Broadcast Communication/DJ.

Gwen Coppola. 11 Longfellow Dr. Nurse. Melissa Corp. 11 Clubhouse Rd. Marine Biologist.


Lisa Cote. 14 Pettine St. All my love to Skart and my son Michael. Teacher (elem., Sp. Ed., day care).

Troy Cote. Urkel. 1 Amherst Ave. To, Andrea Beth Cocomo I hope we'll always be togethe forever and always. Makes lots of money.

Jaime Cotoir. 24 MacArthur Blvd. Activities. Social Club 9, 10, 12; DECA 12 (VP); What are you talking about. To become very rich.

Michelle Cournoyer. 61 Gervais St. Activities. Photo

Club 10, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Prom Fashion Show 11. Ignore hesitation, that lies your hands, use your imagination, and take a chance. Physical Therapist.

Aaron Coutu. Coutie, Fro. 3 Joyce St. Activities. French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Debate Team 10; Student Council 10; DECA12; Yearbook Staff 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Tennis 12; Interact Club 12; School Newspaper 12; Hey senior May the force be with you in all your future endeavors, and may you all live long and prosperous! Journalist/Author.

Gregory Coutu. Hank. 79 Old North Rd. Activities. Jazz Ensemble 11, 12; Student Council 12; Photo club 12; Senior class advisory board. Hey Jackie, Do you know what I want to do? What? Strut Musician.

Ericka Crehan. Boo. 19 Briar Point Ave. Activities. Voc-tech Child Care 11, 12; There are two paths you can go by but in the long run, there's still time to change the road you're on. - Led Zeppelin. Nurse (Pediatrics).

C. Renee Crowley. 5 York Dr.

Sean Crute. Cement. 17 King St. Activities. Football 9; Set Trends - Don't follow. Firefighter.

Christopher Curran. Bob Marley. 1490 Victory Highway. Activities. Varsity Volleyball 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Basketball 10, 11, 12; Don't get me wrong. I like my nattes. Low budget movie star.

Jess Curria. 5 Whittier Dr.

Nicole D'Abrosca. Nicki. 13 Torch Lane. Activities. Varsity Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Reach Out 9, 11, 12; Everyone makes mistakes, accept them and move on. Always Paf Special Education Teacher.

Dustin Damota. 70 Hillside Ave. Activities. Spanish Club 12; DECA 12; Environmental Club 12; Don't listen to what he said, she said -Giggles. Court Reporter.

Brian Danusis. 24 Diane Dr. Activities. Track 10; Football 10, 11, Spanish Club 11; DECA 12; Friendships die, but good times last forever. Stock-broker.


Victor Dejesus. 78 Highwood Dr.

Jessica Del Deo.

8 Laurie Ave.

Dino Demonti. 1019 Sisson Rd.

Jessie Deluccio. Nooch. 150 Potter Rd. Activities: track 10; Student Council 11, 12; Advisory Board 10, 12; Photography Club 12. If people were never sad, then happiness would lose its meaning. FBI Agent.

Dwain Desrosters. Moose. 51 Angus St. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Band 10, 11, Chemist.

Heather Deware. 15 Metro Dr. Activities: Interact 12; Band 9; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 9; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, National Honor Society 11, 12. Be yourself, else is better qualified? -Frank Giblin II. High School Teacher.

Jennifer Di Lecce. Oscar. 12 Deer Run Dr.

Laura Donnelly. 36 Wisteria Dr. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 9, 10; Cheerleading: JV Basketball 9; Varsity Basketball 10; Hockey 11, 12; DECA 12; Chorus 10, 11, 12 (Honoree); I'm free, I'm free at last, I'm hitting the road I'm off to see the world! I'm out of here I'm history I'm mythology I'm free - Aladdin. Physical Therapist.

Melissa Downey. Melis. 74 Wisteria Dr. Activities: Student Council 9,10,12; Cheerleading: JV Football 9; Hockey 9,10; Soccer 10, 11,12 (Co-Capt.); Wrestling 11, 12; Photo Club 10; In the end we're all alone. All we have is what we become during life. Psychiatrist.

Karen Drake. Kay. 26 Arnold Rd. Activities. Automotive 11, 12; VICA 11, 12; Whoever dies with the most toys wins. Successful rich person.

Keith Dyson. Dice. 10 West View Dr. Activities: Indoor Track 9; Track 9, 10, 12; Band 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, Chem Team 10, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; You send your child to the school master, but it's the schoolboys who thoroughly educate him. -Mark Twain. To do the unexpected.

Jody Eastman.
32 Highwood Dr. What I am is what I am, are you what you are or what? Repaint the Sistine Chapel.

Andrew Edwards. Drew, Andy. 480 Phillips Hill Rd. Whatever happens I’ll leave it all to chance... -Queen, Drafting.


Benjamin Estock. 31 Hamburger Rd. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 12.

Nathaniel Facker. 15 Nancy St. What day is it?

Patrick Fallow. Paddy. 35 Paulette St. Activities: Baseball 9; Varsity Baseball 10, 11, 12; Journalism 12. He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man. Golf Course Superintendent.

Joseph Fanning. Farman. 112 Pembroke Lane. Activities: Soccer 9; Volleyball 10, 11; Basketball 9, 10; Golf 10, 11, 12; DECA 11, 12. It is better to have been hated than never known at all. Stockbroker.

Jennifer Fargnoli. 68 Mohawk St.


Smile. life isn’t worth having a bad day. Be a leader not a follower! Elementary Teacher.

Ernest Fascio. Ernesto. 12 Coventry Dr. Activities: WCVY 9, 10 (Production Manager), 11, 12; DECA 12 (Reporter); ROTC 9, 11 (Historian); Life’s short - Do what you can while you’re here. Business Management.

Dana Fears. Daba. 32 Paige Dr. Activities: Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10; Freshman VP 9; Spanish Club 12; DECA Treasurer 12. Please be kind, rewind. Airline Pilot or CPA in Colorado.

Bryan Fecteau. Fec. 38 Magnolia Ln. Activities: Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11; School Newspaper 11; National Honor Society 12; Student Council 9. Never give a sucker an even break. Lawyer.

Stephen Ferreira. 228 Phillips Hill Rd.

Mandy Ferri. 50 Murray St. Apt. 58. Activities: Child Care 11, 12; VICA 11, 12.

Dreams can come true, but the only one who can make those dreams come true is you. Speech and Hearing Therapist.

Kelley Finch. Fincha. Knotty Oak Rd. Activities: Italian Club 9, 10, 11; DECA 12. Between the horses of love and lust we are trampled underfoot - So cruel. Lawyer.

Cynthia Ann Finocchi. Cindy. 20 Raymond St. Activities: SADD 9, 10; Track 10; DECA 11; Student Council 9, 10; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12. Hold on to sixteen as long as you can...

Daniel Fisher. Dan. 53 Tiffany Rd. Activities: Jazz Band 10, 11, 12; WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 12; Interact Club 12; Senior Class Advisor Board 12; Photography Club 12.

They’re not going to catch us, we’re on a mission from God.

Communications.

Melissa Flynn. Flymn. Lizel. 19 Club House Rd. Activities: Varsity Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 10, 12; Advisory Board 12, DECA 12; Cheerleader 10, 11, 12. A lifetime is too long to live as friends. Business Management.

Melissa Fontaine. Skippy. 37 Idaho St. Activities: Voc-Tech Printing and Graphic Arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. I smile because I have no idea what’s going on. Printing Business.

Gregory Forcir. 30 Lori Ln.

Christopher Forte. Chris. 77 Arnold Rd.

David Fournier. 2815 Harkney Hill Rd.

Keith Fregeolle. 446 Arnold Rd. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. Yes, there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run there’s still time to change the road you’re on. High School Math Teacher.

Ruben Frias. 186 Acres of Pine Rd.


Amy Gallo. Mom. 31 Wisteria Dr. Activities: Cheerleading 10, 11; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor Society 11, 12; Class President 10, Senior Class President. If you risk nothing, then you risk everything - Geena Davis. The only way to have a friend is to be one. -Ralph Wallow Emerson. To be a successful doctor.

Nicole Gallo. Nikki. 130 Gervais St. Activities: JV Football cheerleader 9; Soccer cheerleader 10, 11; Hockey cheerleader 9, 10, 11; Student Council 9, 12; Class Advisory Board 10; Class Secretary 12; Spanish club 12; Track 10; Honor Society 11, 12. The Earth doesn’t belong to us we belong to the Earth. -Chief Seattle. Pediatrician.

John Gallogly. Johnny G. 7 Metro Dr. Activities: Soccer 9, 10; Cross Country 11; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12. If you can’t run with the big dogs stay on the porch. Secret Service.

Shannon Gallogly. Gallyg’s. 7 Metro Dr. Activities: Class Officer 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Mediation 10, 11, 12; Chorus 9, 10, 11; Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 12; Jazz Singers 9, 10. The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in a person’s determination. Teacher.

Staci Garganta. Gargantia. Gig. 26 Viola St. Activities: VICA 10, 11, 12; West Bay Culinary Arts 11, 12. Don’t be afraid to make a change your the only one who make your dreams come true. Business Manager/ Chef.

Daniel Garthwaite. 49 Windsor Park Dr.

Jaime Gauvin. Jaime G. Boss. 5 Colvintown Rd. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10; Student Mediation 10, 11 (Secretary), 12; Interact Club 12 (President). The most wasted day of all is one in which we have not laughed. Become an Obstetrical Nurse.

Michael Geary. 246 Hill Farm Rd. Activities: Freshmen Soccer 9, 11; Class Treasurer 11; Social Committee 10; School Play 11; Prom Committee 11; Social Committee 12; DECA V.P. Life moves fast, if you don’t stop and look around, you might miss it. Lawyer.

Renee Geary. 218 Arnold Rd.

Michael George. Jorge. 43 Perry Hill Rd. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12. This is the end of the innocence. -Don Henley. To make more money than the Jones’s.

Stephanie Gervais. Step-On-Me. 35 Boston St. Activities: Vo-tech printing and graphic arts 11, 12; Love’s like a flame. It burns when it’s hot. Bartender.

David Giroux. Dag. 6 Forsythia Ct. Activities: Chemistry Team 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11; Academic Decathlon 12; French Club 9, 10, 11; Debate Team 9, 10, 11; Peer Tutoring 12; National Honor Society 11, 12. The Eagle has landed -Neil Armstrong. Systems Engineer.


Tara Gomes. Animal. 75 Pembroke Ln. Activities: Softball 9; Reachout 9, 10, 11, 12; United Sports 9, 10, 11, 12. A children imagination is a work of art itself. Hobo for Mr. Piasick.

Daniel Godin. 23 Lydia Dr.


Amy Goshorn. Aim. 8 Trafford Park Dr. Activities: Cheerleading; JV Basketball 9; Hockey 11, 12; Basketball 10; Photography Club 10; Newspaper 11, 12; DECA 12. Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes I’m afraid its time for goodbye. Elementary Education.

Stacey Grasso. Stace. 10 Canyon Dr. Activities: Jazz Dance Team 9; Pom Squad 11; Oakerettes 12 (Captain); Deca 12. A star danced and under that I was born. -Shakespeare. Accountant.

Jessica Grejdu. 43 Log Bridge Rd. Activities: Environmental Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, Jazz Singers 10, 11; Chorus 10, 11, 12; Photo Club. An it harm none do what thou wilt. Saviour of the Bovine.

Ann Grocholski. Annie. 23 Monroe Dr. Activities: Environmental Club 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10; Girls Cross Country 10. The earth has music for those who listen. -Shakespeare.

Scott Guertin. Gert. 16 Glenwood Dr. There’s nothing I hate more than all these plastic people. -Anthrax. Making as much money as I can.
Jonathan Gunnlp. Guinea. 77 Wood Cove Dr. Activities. Student Council 9, 10; Math League 9, 10, 11, 12; WCVY 10, 11, 12 (Sports Director); DECA 11, 12; Chemistry Team 10, 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12 (Capt.). National Honor Society 11, 12; People don't want to be managed. They want to be led. If you want to manage somebody, manage yourself. Secretary of Education.

Scott Haggerty. 10 Metro Dr. Activities. Basketball 9, 10; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; He who farts in church, must sit in his own pui. Work on Wallstreet.


Melissa Hall. Mel. 27 Highwood Dr. Activities. Dance Team 9; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Class Council 10, 11 (VP); Varsity Revue 9, 11, 12; Pep Club 10; School Play 11; The eternal drummer shall not end. Criminology.

Gregory Hammond. Ham. 81 Mohawk Dr. Activities. Baseball 9, 10, 11; Social Committee 12; Soccer 9; Busdriver.

Richard Hawkins. 225 Franklin Rd.

Jennifer Henry. 16 Elm St.

Jamie Holland. 205 Carpenter Rd. Activities. DECA 12; Someday an answer will find us. -Blues Traveler. Forest Ranger.

Lisa Horibogen. Lee. 11 Circle Dr. Activities. Volleyball 9; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Track 10, 11, 12; Varsity Soccer 12; Student Mediator 10, 11, 12; Photo club 12; Chorus 12; I'm all done, worship me. Artist.

Elena Huffman. Ellie. 3 Holly Court. Activities. Photo Club 9; Spanish Club 12; Life is an illusion fading away, closer and faster every day. Kindergarten Teacher.


Lindy Iannucci. 13 Akron St. Activities. Student Council 9, 10; Photography Club 12; Cross Country 9; Track 9, 10, 12; Varsity Cheerleader; Hockey 10; Soccer 12; Wrestling 11, 12. All that you touch and all that you see is all that your life will ever be. -Pink Floyd.

John Izzo. 5 Garfield Dr.

Michael Jamieson. 27 Chandler Dr.

Kristina Jandron. Jandron. 2 Black Walnut Dr. Activities. WCVY 9, Pep Club 10; Student Council 10, 11; Photography 12; Senior Advisory Board 12; Chorus 9, 10, 11; Honors Chorus 12. I search for the time on a watch with no hands, but all that remains are the dreams in the mist. -Heart. Bartending with Tom Cruise in Jamaica.

Edward Jenks. Big Ed. 580 Washington St. Activities. Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 10, 11, 12. To be a champion you must play like a champion. A State Tropper.

Kara Johnson. 110 Woodland Dr. Activities. VICA. What comes around goes around. Physical Therapist.

Ronald Judd. 15 Cove Rd.

Donald Kaiser. D.K. Cheeke-K. 50 Murray St. Activities. Welding 11; Carpentering 12. I was here, now I'm there, and I'm finally outta here. A male prostitute.

Erica Keenan. Caca, Erke. 637 Read Schoolhouse Rd. Activities. Reach Out 9, 10, 11, 12; Special Olympics 9, 10, 11, 12; Hugh O'Brien Nominee 10; Child Care 11, 12. A friend is a tower of strength, to find one is a treasure. Special Education Teacher.

Richard Kelley. Dickey. 5 Teawood Ave. Activities. Track 10, 11; If I don't see you no more in the world, I'll meet you in the next one...Don't be late. -Hendrix. F.B.I.


Tracey Klein. Gidget. 4 Dogwood Dr. Activities. Yearbook 9; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12. Ignore the hesitation that ties the hands of your gestures, and take a chance. -Richard Marx. Teacher.


Adam Labor. Freddy. 424 Franklin Rd. Activities. Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. I don't say good-bye because we'll all meet again. Police Officer.

Mikaela Lagar. Mik. 102 Hammet Rd. Activities. Student Council 9; Varsity Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.), 12 (Capt.); Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 11; Advisory Board 12; Running Club 12; Photography Club 12. Don't hold on to the past, live the present to see what it holds for the future. You're never fully dressed without a smile. -Annie. Elementary Teacher.

Giselle Lalliberte. G. 23 Ferncrest Ave. Activities. WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; SADD 10; Newspaper 12; Social Committee 11; "Stay" is a charming word in a friends vocabulary. -Louisa May Alcott. Voice of Channel 10.


Jaime Lang. 600 Maple Valley Rd. Activities. Volleyball 9; Basketball 9; Reach beyond the stars. Physical Therapy.

Darryl Langiais. 792 Maple Valley Rd. Activities. JV Hockey 9; RI Parliamentary 12; DECA 12; Life moves pretty fast sometimes. If you don't stop and look around, you might miss it. Resort Manager.

Alyson Langlois. Allie. 424 Phillips Hill Rd. Activities. Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt); Track 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10; Recycling Club 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Class Treasurer 12; Just be yourself - at least no one can tell you your doing it wrong.

Danielle Lavigne. Dan. 86 Hill Farm Rd. Activities. Spanish Club 9, 10, 11; SADD 11; Photo Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (VP); DECA 12; You cannot discover new oceans unless you have the courage to lose sight of the shore.

-Job Marley. Occupational Therapist.

Jaime Lavio. Squid. Ethel 1712 Plainfield Pike. Activities. Student Council 10, 11 (treasurer), 12 (RAISC sec-treasurer); School Play 9; Yearbook 10, 11 (underclass ed.), 12 (copy ed.); Band 9, 10, 11 & 12 (Student Council Rep.). We all live under the same sky, but we don't all have the same horizon. -Konrad Adenauer. Politician.

Michael Law. 10 Knight St. Activities. Carlton 11, 12; Bake up up. Owner and general contractor of a construction company.

Deborah Leahy. 975 Fish Hill Rd. Activities. Student Council 9; Boys Basketball Statistician 10, 11, 12; Photo club 11, 12; If you fling enough dirt, some will stick. Multi-business owner.

Beth Lemme. 235 Old Flat River Rd. Activities. Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Photo Club 9, 10; DECA 12 (Historian): It's better to keep your mouth shut. If you talk about yourself, you're a bore; if you talk about others your a gossip. -Ruth Brown.

Debra Lemoi. Debbie. 234 Howard St. Activities. Reachout 9, 10, 11, 12; How you be? Day care or Child psychologist.

Dennis Lesvesque. 319 Main St.

Eric Litchenberg. 20 Circlewood Dr. Activities. Social Committee 10; WCVY 10, 11, 12. You begin to revel in your own lack of ability to be cool. -Smashing Pumpkins. Entertainer.

Crystal Lineham. Lydia. 345 Station St. Activities. Yearbook staff 12; West Bay Rep 12; VICA Secretary 11, 12; Culinary Arts 11, 12. Never expect anything in this world, but always be ready to except the unexpeceted. Pass the turnips. Business manager.

Doreen Lippitt. Dodie. ML2/P. 385 Harkney Hill Rd. Activities. J.V. Football Cheerleader 9; Varsity Hockey Cheerleader 9; Indoor Track 10 (state finalist) 11, 12; Outdoor Track and Field 9, 10 (MVP) 11, 12 (CAPT.); Student
Joseph Madison. Shady St. Read Ave. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Auto Body 11, 12; Afraid of suicide? It takes courage to live, not to die. Autobody Technician.

Catherine Mageau. Magoo. 22 Princeton Ave. Activities: Cross Country 9, Track 10; Student Council 9, 10; Wcwy 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 11; Advisory Board 12; Secretary of National Honor Society 11, 12; Photo Club 11, 12; If we don’t take action now, we settle for nothing later. -Zack De La Rocha. Communications.

Judith Mailloux. Hey Jude. 72 Coventry Dr. Activities: French Club 9, 10; School Play 10, 11; Drama Festival/AI State Cast 10; Jazz Singers 10; Chorus 10, 12; Student Council 9; President of Lance Fan Club 11, 12; We’ll sing and dance, and we’ll find romance, and we stroll to the edge of the world. -Faith No More. Elementary Education.

Donald Mailloux. Malox. 222 Shady Valley Road. Activities: JV Volleyball 9; Track 9; French Club 9, 10. Engineer.

Jason Malbourn. 65 Boston St.

Kimberly Malloy. Kim. 652 Franklin Rd. Activities: Jazz Singers 11; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11; National Honor Society 11, 12.

Andrea Marchessault. Andy. 4 Jack Pine Rd. Activities: SADD 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 9, 10; School Play 9; Environmental Club 11, 12; Photo Club 12; Don’t wait for great opportunities, seize common everyday ones and make them great. Environmental Research.

Heather Marsella. 70 Windsor Park Dr. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 11; Interact 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; The earth is our mother, treat her right. Police Officer.

Dannielle Martin. Smelly. 10 Park Ave. Activities: Yearbook 10, 11, 12; 11 & 12 Photo Ed.; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Corresponding Sec.; Photo Club 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Varsity Chinese Firebird Team 12; Standing in the sun with a popsicle everything is possible. what a lot of luck and a pretty face, and some time to waste. -Soul Asylum. Advertising Executive.

Kerri Medeiros. Keah. 18 Audrey Court. Listen to yourself, not anyone else because you’re the one you live with. -Tesla. Child Psychologist.

Michael Mello. Neil. 1284 Town Farm Rd. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11 (VP), 12 (Pres.); Jazz Band 9, 10, 11, 12; It’s been real, it’s been fun, but it hasn’t been real fun. -Jim Morrison.

Scott Mills. Billy. 1614 Victory Highway. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Co-op Carpentry 11, 12; Pay your fare. To have my own business.


Patrick Moran. 228 Hill St. Activities: School newspaper 11, 12. For every year’s a souvenir that slowly fades away. US Senator.

Jason Moore. 5 Wilshire Way.

Jeffrey Morton. Mort. 87 Coventry Dr. Activities: Soccer 9, Student Council 12; DECA 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; I just want to be me. -Smashing Pumpkins.

Chad Mullens. Chunky. 2 Hildan St. Activities: Printing 11, 12; Never stop until you succeed. To be rich.

Lucas Murray. Luke. 82 Doolittle St. Activities: National Honor Society 11, 12; Never dwell on yesterday’s mistakes, open your mind to the new challenges of tomorrow and let your spirit soar. Landscape Artist.

Jaimie Nash. Jaimies. 10 Laurie Ave. Activities: Class President 9; Social Committee 10, 11; advisory Board 12; DECA Store Manager 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; I got by with a little help from my friends. Business Manager.

James Nolin. Mr. Nolin. 46 Magnolia Lane. I’m confused! Drafter.

April Nunes. B-ball babe. 5 Turcotte St. Activities: Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Track 10, 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle. Work for the U.N.

Matthew O’Connor. Oakie. 80 Willis Swamp Rd. Activities: Soccer 10, 11, 12; Basketball 10, 11, 12; Time heals all wounds and wounds all heels. Child psychologist.

Shawn O’Rourke. 180 Pilgrim Ave.

Derek Oberg. O. 15 Capwell Ave. Activities: Cross country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Track and Field 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Indoor Track 12 (Capt.); French Club 9, 10; National Honor Society 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 12; If a man hasn’t discovered something that he will die for, he isn’t fit to live. -Martin Luther King Jr. Architect.


Carrie Orlando. Ca. Carrie O’. 46 Club House Rd. Activities: Cheerleading: JV Football 9 (Capt.); Soccer 10, 11 (co-capt.); 12 (capt.); Hockey 9, 10 (Capt.); Wrestling 11; student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Photo Club 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Advisory Board 10 (chairperson); 12; Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10. Spend less time worrying who’s right and more time deciding what’s right. -Life’s Little Instruction Book. Environmental Chemist.
Sharlene Papa. Parma. 9. Stuart Dr. Activities: Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12 (President). Student Council 9 (Rep.), 10, 11 (Corresponding Sec.). Jazz Singers 9, 10. When you wish upon a star it makes no difference who you are; everything in your heart desires will come true. -Jiminy Cricket. O.R. Nurse.

Lee Paulovich. Spike. 8 Old North Rd. Believe in yourself. Actress or teacher.


Lori Peiccarek. 951 Maple Valley Rd.

Heather Pernardo. 1 Rosewood Ct.


Kerry Perschak. Ke. 38 Colvintown Rd. Activities. Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; softball 9; Student Mediation 11, 12; Spanish club 9, 10; Interact Club 12 (V.P.). We do not remember days we remember moments. Elementary School teacher.

Scott Petrangelo. 26 Sheffield Ave.

Sabrina Petrarca. Sub. 5 Rosella St. Activities. Student Council 9; Photo club 10. Never expect anything in this world; but always be ready for the unexpected. Elementary Ed.

Jonathan Petrin. 95 Wisteria Dr.

Aaron Petti. 93 Bramblebush Rd.


Wayne Picozzi. Juan. 7 Wildwood St. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Autobody 11, 12. Ya right. Autobody.

Nicole Poirier. Hiedi. 31 Blackwalnut Dr. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12. Youth remains forever in the heart of man, and I will always remain young. Environmental Management.


John Powell III. 6 Peninsula Ct.

Amy Prata. Prata. 18 Monroe Dr. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 10, 11 (Student Council rep.)

Jason Presly. 4 Simon Templar Dr.


Kimberly Purviss. Purr. 29 Read Ave. I’d rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints. Paralegal Secretary.

Mark Randolph. 18 Stone Gate Dr. You are all weirdos!!! Robotic Engineer.

Erin Rathburn. Doe. 197 Lewis Farm Rd. Greene. Activities: Chorus 9, 10; VICA 12. (rep) Nursing 11, 12. Friends are not easily made as they are kept. -George Saville. Registered Nurse.

Jaime Read. Read. 205 Shady Valley Rd. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11; Softball 9,10; Hockey Cheerleading 11, 12; Spanish Club 10, Photo Club 12; Social Committee 11; Advisory Board 12. Remember when I was just a kid. When friends were forever, and what you said was what you did. -Bon Jovi. Pediatric Nurse.

Julie Reall. 55 Old North Rd.

Nicole Rego. Nikki. 15 White Pine Rd. Activities: Italian Club 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10; Varsity soccer 9, 10, 11, 12. (captain). The past cannot be changed, but the future is in your hands. Child Psychologist.

Amy Reichstetter. 2 Wisteria Dr. Activities: Nursing 11, 12. Tongue-tied and twisted just an earth-bound misfit. -Pink Floyd. Nurse.

Patricia Reeded. Patty. 12 Lantern Ln. Activities: Class VP 9 (WW); Class President 10,11 (WW); Student Council VP 9 (WW); Soccer 12; Interact 12; Newspaper (WW) 9; Yearbook 9 (WW). Journalist.

Anthony Reybrook. 2 Hancock Dr.

Miranda Richie. Mandy. 50 Murray St. #13. Activities. Vo-tech 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Believe in yourself, and your dreams will come true. Own a restaurant.

Holly Rice. 76 Old North Rd.

Matthew Richardson. 3 Sophias Way

Miranda Richie. Mandy. 50 Murray St. APT 13. Activities: Culinary arts 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Believe in yourself, and your dreams will come true.

John Riley. J.R. 16 Beach St. Activities: Basketball 9; Baseball 9, 10, 11; Football 10, 11, 12. Long we live, high we fly, smiles we give, tears we cry, all we touch and all we see in our lives will ever be. -Pink Floyd. Graduate College successfully.

Laurie Ritchotte. 480 Franklin Rd. And the truth, shall set you free. Elementary Education.

Jaclyn Robitaille. Jack. 44 Martin St. Activities. Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 12. How bad do you want it..real bad. -Cam Neely. Secretary.


Greg Roch. Roach. 15 Lionel Ave. Activities: Volleyball 9; wrestling 10, 11; soccer 11, 12; DECA 12. We like to stay at the YMCA. To own a disco tech with the Bee-Gees.

Michael Rockwell. Rock. 26 Anthony St. You can always change the road your on. Medical Technologist.

Jennifer Rojas. Honey. 3 Sweetwater Dr. Does my hair look okay? Designer/salesperson.

Lori Romanoff. 30 Red Oak Dr.

Christopher Rossi. 62 Old North Rd.

David Rull. 55 Arizona St. Activities: DECA 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9; Reach Out 12. Don’t know what you got till its gone. Marine Biologist, to work at sea. World.

Adrienne Rupp. "A".

159 Knotty Oak Rd. Activities. Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Band 9; Interact 12. I think a good rule is -never compose anything unless the not composing of it becomes a positive nuisance to you. -Gustave Holst. Author.

Michael Rush. 31 Longfellow Dr.

Jennifer Ryan. Goody, Jenny. 18 West View Rd. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, Reach Out 10, 11, 12; Unified Softball and Basketball 11, 12; Special Olympics 11, 12; softball 9, 10, 11; Lance (treasurer) 11, 12. You cannot discover new oceans unless you lose sight of the shore. Special Education teacher.

Brian Savino. Rally. 1189 Main St. Activities. Baseball 10, 11; Hockey 9. Maybe we’re all better off dead. Law Enforcement Officer.

Emily Schwartiz. Schwartz. 2049 Flat River Rd. Its so hard to find my way, now that I’m here on my own. -Van Morrison. Starving artist.

Kim Sevigny. 6 Fones St.


Kimberly Shanley. Kimba. 40 East Shore Dr. Activities. Band 9, 10, 11, 12 (V.P.). Drum majorette 12; SADD 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (assistant treasurer); Interact 12 (treasurer); Spanish club 9, 10; Advisory Board 10; DECA 12. Good night and have a pleasant tomorrow. -Saturday Night Live. Accountant.

Thomas Sheppard. T.J. 481 Hill Farm Rd. It doesn’t take brains to succeed. To study veterinarian medicine.

Kerry Shine. Smiley. 40 Magnolia Ln. Activities: Freshmen Softball; JV Softball 10, JV Football and JV Basketball Cheerleader 9; Soccer Cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12; Hockey Cheerleader 10, 11. It’s a wild world -Cat Stevens. I have gone crazy. -Smashing Pumpkins. McDonald’s Manager.
Amy Silva. Rosa; Lit: Rose. 35 Wisteria Dr. Activities. Basketball 9, 10: Track 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 10; Track Out 9, 10; Interact 12; DECA 12. Fish heads, fish heads, eat them up, yum! -Barnes and Barnes. Elementary Educator.


David Simpson. Simpleton. 15 Trafford Park St. Carpenter


Dennis Skorski Jr. Osifer. 1217 Main St. I am not on earth to please you. Law enforcement officer.

Emily Smith. Smitty. 390 Lewis Farm Rd. Activities. Track 10, 11, 12; Social Committee/ Advisory Board 10, 11, 12; Prom Fashion Show 11; Photo Club 12. These are the days to hold on to 'cause we won't, although we'll want to. -Billy Joel. Elementary Education.

Paul Smith. Smavv, Pith. 56 Woodcoe Dr. Activities. DECA 12. The wheels of his Mustang gripping the road, like a 45 slug, is 400 horsepower of Screaming Death, Black Sunday. -White Zombie.

Linda Sorenson. 15 Eisenhower St. APT 2.

Lori Sousa. 215 Hill Farm Rd.

John Southland Jr. 50 Old North Rd.


Jason Stevens. Bubba. 70 Fairview Ave. Activities. Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (capt); Wrestling 9, 10; Soccer 9, 12. For every generation, there's a GAP. GAP Model #17.

Steven St. Pierre. Steve. 5 Deborah Ave. Activities. Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9; Cross Country 10, 11. Firefighter.

Donald Stoddard Jr. 30 Pettine St.

Lori Straight. Lor. 992 Knotty Oak Rd. Activities. Student Council 10, 11, 12; French Club 10, 11, 12. I know the territory, I've been around. - Meatloaf. Pediatrcian.

Joseph Strauss. 36 Teackwood Dr.

Melina Strobel. Meline spline. 310 Arnold Rd. Activities. Child Care 11, 12; Reach Out 9; VICA. Yes my life is better left to chance I could have missed the pain but I'd of had to miss the dance. Running my own Child Care Center.

Scott Sullivan. Sully. 8 Vanderbilt Terrace. Activities: golf 10, 11, 12. Be bold and courageous. When you look back on your life, you'll regret the things you didn't do more than the ones you did. Engineer


Michelle Szymskow. Mick. 81 Princeton Ave. Activities. Freshman Softball 9; DECA 12. True today not tomorrow; because yesterday will never come again!! Criminal Lawyer.

Jason Sykes. Sykes. 730 Washington St. Activities: Yearbook 11, 12; Interact 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12; French club 10, 11, 12; Peer Tutoring 12; Debate 10; State Chem Exam 10, 11. There are no beginnings nor endings to the turning of the wheel of time. But it was a beginning. -Robert Jordan. Computer Scientist.

Paul Taheny. Paulie. 4 Oakland Dr. Activities: Band; ROTC, Special Olympics; Reach Out Volunteer. Special Olympics is fun and exciting. A job working in a store.

Erin Talman.

15 Adams Dr. Activities: Recycling Club 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 11, 12. They're coming to take me away hal hal To the funny farm where life is beautiful all the time; and I'll be happy to see those nice young men in their clean, white coats. They're coming to take me away!

Dave Taylor. Malaka. 23 Maplewood Dr. Activities: WCYV 9, 10; E/C Tech 11, 12. Be your self, by your self, stay away from me. -Vulgar. Body piercing for fat Vietnamese dwarfs.

Christina Testa. 376 Hopkins Hill Rd.

Melissa Thegge. Doody. 14 Indian Tr. Activities: Band 9; Recycling Club 10, 11, 12. Those who can see the invisible can do the impossible. Masseusse.

Richard Thomson. Rick. 12 Blue Spruce Dr. Activities: Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12, (Treasurer) 12. (V.P); Hugh O' Brian Nominee 10; School Newspaper 11; National Honor Society 11, 12. That man will win some other day who loses with a smile. Business Management.


Michelle Todisco. Shell. 61 Island Dr. Activities: Reach Out 9, 10, 11, 12; Photo Club 12; Student Council 9, 10, 12; SAM 12. If you love it set it free if it comes back to you its yours forever if it doesn't it was never meant to be. Photography or a Special Education Teacher.

Sheryl Tondreau. Roiid. 20 Gerald Ave. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Reach Out 10, 11, Child Care 11 (Treasurer) 12; VICA 12. I Don't care. Day Care.

Sue Tortolani. Tor. 3 Kennedy Dr. Activities: Band 9, 10; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Newspaper 11, 12; Varsity Chinese Fire Drill Team 12; Yearbook 11, 12; V.P; Lance Fan Club 11, 12. Goodbye to all my friends at home goodbye to the people I trusted I got to go out and make my own way, I might get rich, I might get busted. -Steve Miller. Journalist.

Robin Triggs. 35 Indian Tr. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Rifle Drill Team 9, 10, 11. Faith, hope, and love. The greatest of these is love. Environmentalist.

Christopher Truppi. Troops. 9 Eisenhower St. APT # 3

Activities: Football 9; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Those who forget the past are doomed to repeat it. FBI Agent.

Phillip Turner. 48 Acres of Pine Rd.

Nicholas Vallante. Nick. 5433 Flat River Rd. Greene Activities: Student Council 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Tennis 9, 10; DECA 12. When you are ignorant, old age is a famine when you are young, it is a Harvest. -Italian Proverb. Professional Student.

Joshua Vallee. V. 26 Diane Dr. Activities: JV Baseball 10; Volleyball 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11. If your not winning change the rules. Brewer at Amheuser-Busch.

Kimberly Vanover. Ben, Kim. 8 Allison Dr. Activities: Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Student Council Rep. 10, 11; Pep Club 11, 12; DECA 12; Photography Club 11. You don't know what you got till it's gone.

Amy Very. 34 Greenhouse Rd. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Interact 12. Always take one moment at a time and never look back. Lawyer.

Michael Voelker. Tri-pod. 6 Monroe Dr. Activities: Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt); Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt); Basketball 9, 11. We're born to live and then to die and we've got to do it alone, each in his own way, and I guess that's why you have to love those who deserve it, like those no tomorrow because when you get right down to it, there isn't. -Phelps. Special Forces (USMC).

Melanie Wall. Mel. 35 Anthony St. Activities. Vo-tech 11, 12; VICA Child Care 11 (VP), 12 (Pres). Daycare or a teacher.

Mathew Ward. Roach. 7 Nicole Lane. Activities. Cross Country 10; Student Council 12. Some people believe in other people more than in themselves. Paramedic in Coast Guard.

Graham Watson. Gram. 234 Hill St. Activities. Band 9; Racism among future Kings can only lead to no good. -Seal. Electronics Engineer.

Lauren Webb. 6 Magnolia Lane. Activities. Softball 9; DECA 12; Never say goodbye, you and me we gotta try. Holding on to never say goodbye. Accountant.

Mathew Weinand. 62 Woodcoe Dr. Activities. Student Council 10, 11, 12 (Pres); Class President 10, 11; Hugh O'Brien Nominee 10; Principal's Cabinet Student Rep. 12; Student Mediation 11, 12; DECA 12; Spanish Award 11; The Citizen Bee 10; Tennis 10, 11, 12; Carpe
Diem. Chippendale.

Mark Wondoloski. Wendel. 571 Read School House Rd. Activities: Cross Country 10, 11, 12; Change now his time for change, nothing stays the same, now it's time for a change. Orthodontist.


Jaime Windrow. Windrow. 4 Azalea Way. Activities. Cheerleader; JV Basketball 9 (Capt); Soccer 10; Wrestling 10, 12; Football 11, 12 (Capt); Competition 11, 12 (Capt); Track and field 9, 10, 11, 12; Senior class advisory board: DECA 12; Student Council 12; Cross Country 9; Dance Team 9; Italian Club 9, 10, 11 (Tres). Pep Club 9; Photo Club 10; You always want the ones you can't get. -Desperado - Eagles. FBI Agent/Dancer.

Susan Zawadzki. Silly. 12 Cindy Dr. Activities. Spanish Club 9, 10; Yearbook 11, 12; Photo Club 12; Interact 12; Band 9, 10; Lance Fan Club 11, 12 (eating committee); Keep on dreamig boy, because when you stop dreaming it's time to die. - Blind Melon - Change. Veterinary technician.

Tara Znoj. Znojee. 1775 Harkney Hill Rd. Activities. Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt); DECA 12; Environmental Club 9; To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under heaven. Ecclesiastes 3:1. Friends are friends forever if the Lord's the Lord of them. -Michael W. Smith. Social Worker.


Melanie Ethier. 16 White Rock Dr. Make peace today, because tomorrow may never come. Business Owner.


Lori Romanoff. 30 Red Oak Dr. Activities. Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time. -James Taylor.
Above: Jenn Boisclair is illustrating the proper way to enjoy gym. Jenn is playing the ever popular senior sport of volleyball, or walleyball or rafterball, as the case may be.

Above: Kim Casto puts on a happy face, she must be happy to be at school, yeah right! More like she is on a sugar high form those Spree candies that she is popping down. I'm sure if I was her teacher I would just be thrilled with her enthusiasm.

Above: Melissa Cambell gives a hesitating smile for this picture. Obviously not a lover of photographs. But really Melissa a little more enthusiasm on your part would be greatly appreciated.

Right: Scott Haggerty, Chris Case, and Joe Strauss order a large pizza with onions, peppers, and extra anchovies, oh and have that bikini weinie lady deliver it. Oh you do deliver to classrooms don't you? Obviously these guys know what they want and just how to get it too.
Above: Richard Kelley is looking like he is going to break this camera to pieces or like he is very confused. While in back of him looking equally as confused, is Jon Lussier, sampling one of the fine eats which can be purchased at the school store.

Above: Jen Lamothe points out the the finer points of all the notes she just took in class. Meanwhile, Dan Garthwaite who seems to be reading in back of her takes a little shut-eye.

Left: Jason "Bubba" Stevens is totally pleased in this picture, you want to know why? Easy he found someone to stand in this picture with him who is shorter then him.

Above: Lisa Pavo is taking a leisurely stroll through the hallway during passing time. This is one of the few luxuries which seniors seem to possess. They can walk as slow as they want to class, and still make it to class on time, and if not so what!
Above: Cheryl Bequette is scoping out the lunchroom, undoubtedly trying to find a seat in the always crowded cafeteria. Either that or she is just checking out the babes sitting at the lunch table.

Above: Mr. Piascik is getting tormented by his psychology class. Some of the especially troublesome teens are Josh Vallee, Jessie Denuccio, Keith Dyson, Joe Strauss, Christian Petrozelli, and Lindy Ianucci.

Above: Jen Ryan, Dave Rull, and Nicole D’Brosca goofing off in the senior hallway. I mean what else is there for seniors to do? Besides that is study take tests, and have all the strains of school plus college applications!

Kimberly Vanover, loaded down heavily with the gifts for the needy, pitches in to help out in DECA’s annual Christmas project.
Above: Melissa Thetgee feeling at home at Coventry High School, a place she has already spent three years, lounges on the floor and relaxes with a book. When someone tells her to curl up with a book she really does.

Above: Matt "I am a man" Weinand smiles for the camera. Oh Matt you will always be known to us as Stud Smiley, a name you both earned and deserved. I mean really what would Matt be without a smile?

Right: Stretch! April Nunes working out her calves, on one of those medieval torture machines in the weight room. Watch out or she will pump you up. And I can promise you that when she's done you'll feel like a new man, whether that is good or bad is up to you to be the judge.

Above: Here's a talented senior for you. How many people do you know can do this with their tongues. Come on I know talent when I see it... well that's just my personal opinion!
In ten years from now
I will be....

Joshua Ameida - At Jerico's with the boys and a frosted mug.
John Alpago - A chef
Laura Ambrose - Still going crazy with Jan Bowes and Laurie Richter.
Kastin Ancil - Still trying to clean my room.
Sean Anderson - Elsewhere.
Jeffrey Andrews - Married to and still fighting with Gina Chianese.
Brian Arel - Retired, sitting on a throne in Olympia.
James Barclay - Jumping out of a perfectly good airplane with the SEALS.
Julie Barclay - On my way to Hawaii.
Anthony Barti - No where near here.
Sealed Barrett - Driving to the mail for the first time.
Heidi Bates - Still waiting for Catherine to pick me up.
Troy Beaudin - Golfing.
Aaron Becker - Living off of my supermodel wife's income.
Tara Behan - Still Gossiping !
Jodi Belanger - Having another lamasset.
Rebecca Bennett - In Africa hunting poachers.
Lori Benoit - Happily Married.
Cheryl Berggauth - Taking pictures of Matt in Calvin Klein.
Melissa Berard - Rich, married with kids.
Todd Berk - Dead.
Sabin Bilelew - Still supporting Bob Duffly.
Amy Blackmore - Happily married with kids.
Michelle Blake - Helping Dyslexic children named Bob.
Ryan Blaiz - Still grounded.
Paul Blanchette - Member of SWAT team somewhere in US.
Rachael Blasbalg - On Broadway.
Jonathan Broom - At the Phoenix live buffet.
Christopher Bouteille - Taking home my 56th consecutive "open".
Jennifer Bowes - Wandering around cloistered with Laura.
James Brown - Police officer or a military police officer.
Krisen Brown - The equivalent of Mr. Peasant, but a women, scary thought isn't it?
Sherry Brown - Married to the G.G. guy.
Jacob Brunette - A state trooper.
Sarah Buckley - Still waiting for Catherine to pick me up.
Michael Cauchot - Finding ways to get more money.
Amy Cadieux - Still fighting with Bubble.
Christine Cain - Working at Butch King.
Lisa Cambra - Married to Bobby.
Melissa Campbell - Married and raising 4 children.
Jennifer Carlson - Still afraid of the dark.
Philip Carr - Fighting a fire.
Stephanie Carter - Married to a Rus and teaching.
Cathrine Casterson - Still waiting for Catherine to pick me up.
Kimberly Caste - Older.
Karen Chadub - A retired dentist after winning Powerball.
Erica Cheko - Making lots of money.
Gina Chianese - Still fighting with Jeff.
Robert Coen - Thinking why I wrote this ten years ago.
Courtney Connolly - A famous hair stylist out in L.A.
Christopher Cook - In love, and on the radio.
Gwen Coppola - Checking Chris.
Melissa Corp - Lost at sea.
Robert Correa - Richest man in the world.
Lisa Cote - Married to Skart, and a teacher.
Troy Cote - Working, married, and have two kids.
Jamie Cooyman - Graduating from ChU.
Aaron Couto - On a beach in Cancun writing my 3rd Sci-Fi novel, on leave from my column.
Gregory Couto - Knowing what it all about.
Erica Crehan - Still living the lender on my car.
Sean Crule - Firefighter in New York.
Chris Curnan - Getting bailed out of jail.
Nicole D'abrosso - Still looking for a clue in life.
Dustin Dalikos - Rich and loving it.
Brian Danauis - Relaxing on a hammock, at the beach.
Denni Dank - Living in a cardboard box.
Jesse Daniels - Far away from U.P.
Dawn Davorsens - Chemist.
Heather Deware - Teaching and still be friends with J.G. and K.P.!!
Laura Donnelly - A lost soul in a world of conform lost souls.
Melissa Downey - Fidgeting.
Karen Drake - Happily married to Rob Pelletier.
Kevin Dyson - Gambling on the 9th hole at Valley Country Club.
Jody Eastman - Trying to remember where I'm supposed to be.
Andrew Edwards - In love, in marriage, and in debt!
Melanie Eithier - Far away. (still baking).
Prophecy of '94

Danielle Martin - Still trying to pay off my college education.
Ivan Martinez - Pilot.
Gregory Musielo - 3 yrs. out of college and set up with a great job.
Dean Matteson - Sleeping late and eating lunch with Jim Montson.
April Maxwell - Chasing Mr. Whistleine around to tell us what a squirrel is!
Scott McCollum - Myself, only older.
Timothy McGregor - Hanging with B.O. and maybe married to G.L.
Thomas McCarthy - on the cover of Paygirl magazine.
Tracey McFarus - Still warning.
Kent Mediens - Happily married to a brain surgeon.
Michael Melo - Still having no clue.
Scott Mills - Watching football at my house in my underwear.
Stephen Michel - In Boston coating at the GAP.
Patrick Moran - At Zanzibar with Luther.
Chad Mullin - A millionaire.
Lucas Murray - 27.
Jaime Nash - In a Boston truckstop with Ham, Steve, and Goody.
April Nunes - Drinking all of the coffee in Columbia and all the tea in China.
Mathew O'Connor - In a park feeding popcorn to a dog named Dave.
Derek Oberge - asking for my )ithful remialch of the "open".
Kyle Ogden - A Vanilla Ice impersonator.
Carrie Orlando - Still whirring.
Sharlene Papp - Dancing at the Foxy Lady.
Lee Paulovich - Married and a successful actress.
Lisa Pavao - Married to a rich man and owner of my own veterinary clinic.
Christian Petrazzi - An engineer; hopefuly!
Lori Peltzarek - Married.
Jamie Pepin - Moashall Law groupie.
Kari Perezchuk - Married, teaching, and still best friends with Hand J.
Jason Philips - Who cares.
Sabrina Petrakac - Happily married and successful.
Wayne Picozzi - Still putting more money in my car.
Nicole Pointier - Still looking for the party.
Shannon Poland - Swimming with killer whales.
Amy Prada - Still trying to find the party with my friends.
Jeffrey Puckett - Healthier, Wealthier, and Wiser.
Kelly Purvis - Nowhere near you.
Kimberly Purvis - I haven't any clue.
Mark Randolph - Working in Disney World.
Eris Rathdown - Still trying to overcome my dippyness.
Jaime Read - Still searching for a destination.
Nicole Rego - On the Oprah Winfrey show with you know who.
Amy Reichstetter - Living it up in Jamaica.
Patricia Resende - On the air hosting my own talkshow.
Miranda Riche - In the Bahamas owning my own restaurant.
John Riley - John Riley.
Laurie Ritchotte - Still skipping whatever with Laura Ambrose.
Jacqyn Robitaille - Scoring with Cam Neely.
Rebecca Robitaille - Teaching in Boston, and married to a prominent hockey player.
Greg Roch - Revving the disco comeback with the Vanilla Ice impersonator.
Michael Rockwell - On a beach in Jamaica.
Jennifer Rojas - Beautiful and successful.
Lori Romanoff - A dressingroom attendant at Filene's with PURV.
David Ruff - Married to Amber Hall, with the twins, working at Sea World.
Adrienne Rugg - Bushwacking in Australia.
Jennifer Ryan - Still smiling.
Brian Savino - Arresting people from the class of 1994.
Emily Schwartz - Clueless.
Debra Seymour - Teaching a elementary school, happily married w/ 3 kids & a nice house.
Kimberly Shanley - Mailing coupons to everyone.
Thomas Sheppard - Veterinarian.
Kerry Shine - At home, wondering what everyone else is doing.
Amy Silva - Still looking for my first parttime job.
Melissa Silva - Tending bar at 165.
david Simpson - A very successful carpenter.
Shannan Singhass - Dating the wrong guys!
Dennis Skoroski - Giving speeding tickets to my favorite Coventry High teachers.
Emily Smith - Teaching 1st grade to the next generation of '94.
Paul Smith - Rich, happy, and single, or dead.
Arthur Spinard - A billionaire mad scientist.
Melissa Spinard - Visiting my brother in jail.
Marc Stephenson - Laughing at you.
Jason Stevens - Still wearing 3 shirts and mowing burgers and fries with the boys at Jerico's.
Steven St. Pierre - Firefighter in New York City.
Lori Straight - Flirting with Mr. Wrong.
Melina Strobel - Working 8 jobs and still living at home.
Scott Sullivan - Winning the big Bucks at the track.
Bruce Sullivan - Rich and happy! Hopefully!
Jason Sykes - Hiding in British Columbia from loan collectors.
Paul Taheny - Working hard.
Michelle Syntioskos - Rich living life and still with Joe Collicchio.
Erin Tallman - Still living and breathing.
Dave Taylor - On tour and slamming with M.L.
Melissa Theatge - Wandering, wandering in hopeless night.
Richard Thomson - Still paying for college.
Kelly Thurber - Roached out.

Sheryl Tondreau - A big trolllop like Christine.
Susan Tortolani - Lost somewhere with map.
Michelle Todisco - Married with a kid.
Robin Triggs - Married and working.
Nicholas Vallante - Being forced to play Golf with Troy.
Joshua Valle - Living life like a beer commercial.
Kimberly Vanover - Living in the woods of Shady Valley.
Amy Very - Married with 2 kids.
Michael Voelker - Identified by dental records.
Melanie Wall - Rich and partying.
Matthew Ward - Going to Stu's with Adam and Keith to watch the Discovery Channel.
Graham Watson - Still driving the '79 Volvo.
Lauren Webb - Still trying to figure out who my real friends are.
Matthew Weinand - Sucking margaritas in Colorado.
Mark Wendoloski - Rich and Married.
Wade Whiteman - Still listin' maybe twistin'.
Jaime Windrow - Still wanting thethe guy I can't get.
Susan Zwadzki - The president of S.P.A.M.
Tara Zhoj - Married...with no kids!
Erika Zukowski - Still trying to get out of bed on time.

Adam Labor
Debra Seymour
This vast array of juniors known to themselves as the "Tribe of 95" are savage when it comes to school spirit.

Andy Wade who was just one of the injured students that appeared during the year proves he can hobble without his crutches.

Jodie Dunn is taking advantage of some free class time by licking her lips for some yummy in her tummy juice.

Heather Gilheeny, who is known for expressing her own style, appears to be lapsing into her own little world.
Jed Talbot says, "I said it once and I'll say it again: Heh, Heh, Heh ..." while Chris Brown listens intently to him.

Heather Pretto tries to hide at Homecoming by standing behind her portable cornstalks as she helps set up her float.

Billy-Jack DePalma is tremendously impressed by the great man he is studying in his history class.

Seth Archambault rises above the rest of his friends in the junior section at the Thanksgiving Pep Rally.
Mrs. Judith Baxter, Class Advisor, has the difficult and time consuming tasking of guiding the class through one of the most turbulent years in high school; one that includes the Junior Prom, Class Rings, and the Junior-Senior Christmas Dance.

Carrie Gizienski, Treasurer; Jackie Russell, Secretary; Justin Richard, Vice President; and Tony Clarke, Student Council Representative round out the slate of class officers elected to guide the Class of 95. They took an active role in organizing the class and its activities. Weekly meetings were held to assist in the planning of the Prom and selection of the rings. Many hours were spent with ring and favor salesmen.

Jacob Matthews was elected Junior Class President. In addition to chairing the weekly class meetings and being involved in all of the class activities, Matthew headed up the class during Spirit Week and led the Class of 94 through a fun-filled year.

The Social Committee, chaired by Wendi Paul, and members Taryn Bjorklund, Jessica D'Abrosca, Susan Inong, Jim Pardee, Heather Pretto, Melissa Sweet, and Emily Warrender, had a busy and productive year. They put together the Christmas Dance, Junior Prom, a class Homecoming Float, and planned strategy for Spirit Week.
Whales in Jello?

What kind of a question is that?

Obviously someone spent a lot of time thinking up that one. The juniors seem to agree- "no". A couple of students gave reasons. One person put "No- their blowholes get clogged". Someone else wrote "only lime" (What about strawberry? Or cherry?) One person with a scathing wit scrawled "I don't know- ask Roseanne". That's stupid. Why go to her when we have Shamu? Someone who obviously cared a lot said "Gee, good question"! Thanks. We think so. I have one question: can a squid live in jello if a whale can?

— SNOB 1
Bill or Hillary?

Who really rules the White House — Hillary or Bill ... or Socks?

Sorry Bubba, the secret's out! The juniors know that Hillary really rules the White House. You can quit now. She'll fix everything. Go back to jogging and chow down at McDonald's. Hillary's got America in the palm of her hand. Of course, if there's any real disaster she'll call on the most intelligent one of your whole family — Socks! Be sure to protect him from Murphy Brown. You can't let the presidential pet be catnapped! What about Chelsea? She's too busy doing her hair for those wild slumber parties ... Here, Socks! Good kitty.

— Mary Poppins
Things We Do

Why do we do the things we do? Very philosophical!

Hmmm ... If you're puzzled, ask the juniors! One great sage answered "because if we didn't do the things we do, we'd be doing the things we don't do". Say THAT five times fast! Well, we can't argue with it. We do these things to have fun and because we have nothing better to do. Well, besides torturing our parents and annoying our teachers! Many replied they were simply driven, they were compulsive, and did not really know why they did what they did. Another genius simply wrote "beats me!" I think that's agreed with 100%!!!

— SNOB 1
Life After CHS?

Juniors have all sorts of plans for life after CHS. Moving out of Rhode Island is #1 on the list. That's loyalty for ya! College is #2. Preps! Lots of juniors would love to run away to California or Hawaii with the one they love. Killing Barney was another popular choice, and one person told us that after CHS she would DIT. Hmmmnnn ... Do Income Taxes? Dig Into Tombs? Eew. Maybe she meant "Dance In Texas" or "Dare Intelligent Teachers" ... The ultimate would be, as one student suggested, to win POWERBALL and sail away on a yacht for the rest of your natural life. Aaaahhhhh ... — Mary Poppins
Camera
Shy

Christopher Allen
Derek Allen
Jesse Allen
Michael Antonaccio
Tracy Bailey
Shawn Barros
Shannon Bates
Christopher Case
Kevin Cherno
Marc Coderre
William Dumais
Peter Fanning
Perry Fidas
Gerard Finnerty
Richard Gaul
Wayne Golen, Jr.
Brian Gosselin
Randy Grant

Robert Haney
Maryanne Hartington
Sean Heaney
Nicole Karwowski
Christian Kuykendall
Brian Langen, Jr.
Luis Liberty
Brian Lowe
Sean Lussier
Corey Mann
Kenneth Mathias
David Nerny
Heather Nobrega
Joseph Sousa
Nicole Thibedau
Richard Vadowski
Dawn Walsh
Donald Walsh

Joshua Sheldon
William Sheldon
Robert Sheridan
Jesse Shibley
Lisa Suhrhoff
Jeremy Skaling

Randy Skorka
Alan Smith
Bethany Sobodachach
Geoff Soscia
Arthur Spinard
Jill Sprague

Denis St. Amand
Danielle St. Germain
Jolene St. Germain
Nicole St. Germain
Nathaniel Stone
Diane Suennen
Above: Hilary Caldow digs through her locker in search of some long-lost notebook. It's like traveling throughout Africa in search of Dr. Livingston. Find any moldy lunches?

Above: Robert Madonna, looking bewildered. He is truly taken aback by the cruel reality of the Bobbit case. Either that or he is upset over the fact that he did not have a mirror to fix himself before this picture was snapped.

Above: Jessica Suraski is in deep thought during her history class, probably about what she's doing tonight, and by the look on her face it's good.

Right: Carrie Field chomps on her pen to relieve stress during a busy passing time. This may be great to relieve stress, but I bet her dentist would have a fit, not to mention her mother, and elementary school teacher.
Above: Jed Talbot and Chris Brown having a laugh. It must be one of those private ROTC jokes. I bet the world never knew how much fun ROTC really has.

Above: Princess Wendy, looking much like the Indian Tiger Lily from Peter Pan, shows her spirit, while riding her steed at the homecoming parade.

Above: Candy Castro flashes that beautiful, dazzling smile for the camera in her Spanish class.

Left: Darryl Fish looks overly thoughtful of lunch. Really, you don’t want to know what’s in the mystery meat.
Above: Heather Gilheeny, one of our truly individualistic people of the junior class is surprised by the camera - you can close your mouth now!

Above: Sue Innonog and many of the other members of the junior class show that they are feeling "sure", they must have had a zestfully clean morning. The juniors are seen showing their spirit on their homecoming float.

Above: Matt Herterick is engrossed with his books one afternoon in the library. At least he's following the "two to a table" rule.

Right: Diane Suennen and Heather Pretto smile pretty. A question - why do they look so happy?
(top left:) Derrick Butler and Frank Hames with that "I am cool and I know it" macho look.

(top right:) One of the infamous Nardilillo twins mugs for the camera. But where's the other half?

(bottom left:) Billy-Jack DePalma frantically tries to finish his homework before the teacher begins class. Hurry, Billy.

(bottom right:) Beth Vanasse and Kara Messier grin as Athina Giovanis rolls her eyes to the ceiling.
As The World Turns

[top left:] Nicole Benoit contemplates death while in the grasps of a foreign language teacher in the language lab.
[top right:] Mike Kendra, who is surrounded by lunatics, gives the evil eye to the camera.
[bottom left:] Brian Kibbey illustrates how well he can blow a bubble. I wonder how much bigger it can get.
[bottom right:] Robert Johnson, Louis Couture, Cameron Martin and Robert Rull practice male bonding on a counter in the back of the classroom.
Seth Kelley, Torie Moore and Jonathon Hill are sporting their newest line in ROTC paraphenelia. Do we see modeling in their immediate future?

(top right) Which one of these three is not like the other? The answer to this question must be Tracy Simmoneau who is wearing quite the contrasting outfit of all black.

(bottom left) Rich Coelho and Brian Hayes prove that they are manly man with their oh so sexy pose. Don’t we all want our men to aspire to these great pinnacles of manliness?

(bottom right) Majorie Winemuller smiles for the camera but forgets to open her eyes.

Sophomores
Advisor: Matthew Brissette
How did he do it? The advisor managed to keep those rowdy sophomores in line.

President: Mike Kendra
The sophomore class president led his class through the exciting and tumultuous spirit week in the month of March. Mike really had to charge and psych his class up for this event. Mike worked under Mr. Brissette, and had a lot of help from the class officers, and social committee.

Class Officers: Treasurer Josh Panis, Student Council Rep. Sue Baxter, Secretary Trisha Tremblay, Vice President Kristen Hoffman, Social Committee Chair Melanie Malloy.

The class officers worked diligently to keep the sophomore year running smoothly. Their superior skills, as well as many others, were responsible for putting together such things as the sophomore dance.


The social committee helped to organize the big sophomore look-in and all of its terrific activities, as well as to add to the spirited morale of their class during spirit week. They devised a great strategy for this very important week. They also designed a class home-coming parade float, and many other exciting events during the 1993-1994 school year.
Dennis Agin
David Ahles
Amie Aihart
Geoffray Albro
Kimberly Albro
Mandy Anctil

Kris Anderson
Anthony Andrews
Amy Arno
Naomi Arno
Michael Arrigan
Jessi Auger

Nathan Bagshaw
Jason Bailey
Steven Bardi
Brad Barnatowicz
Jesse Bate
Susan Baxter

Rebekah Beauchaine
John Beauchemin
Kristen Beaulieu
Lisa Benoit
Nicole Benoit
Christine Bequette

Larry Biegel, Jr.
John Bjorklund
Sheri Blanchette
Holly Bodwell
Jamie Boezi
Randy Boone

David Boulanger
Denise Boulanger
Jennifer Bowen
Jennifer Bradford
Noelle Brandenburger
Bonnie Breard

Melissa Brodeur
Heather Bruneau
Brandy Budlong
Melissa Burns
Sommer Bussinger
Michael Butler
Where Are We?

As I was reading responses on the Yearbook Survey, I got the feeling that not many sophomores know who they are, where they came from (probably another galaxy) or where they are going. Lots of "I don't know"'s came up to questions like "Can whales live in jello?" and "Which is better — silk or flannel boxers?" C'mon people! Get with the program! Everyone knows that whales can live in jello, but not jiggles. Silk and flannel have nothing on velvet boxers! I'm sure that as juniors, these answers will be obvious. Study hard over the summer or make the whale question a new science experiment! Future sophomores will thank you!

— Dentist
Instant Love?

Do you believe in love at first sight?

The tenth grade is obviously romantic. Most sophomores say "YES!!!" Gee, you can't tell from the relationships found at CHS! It takes YEARS for some couples to get together, and seconds to break apart! How many love crises have there been this week? 100? 200?

Or was that just on Monday? I can't remember. Those students that say "no" believe in infatuation at first sight, but not love. After all, is drooling over your new lab partner love? Maybe for a basset hound. In the meantime, Soap CHS rolls on! Next week's episode: the fastest relationship in history!

— Dentist
Destruction ...

Destruction: Sophomores may be surrounded by it. Start with those weird morning announcements, the ones with the high-pitched sounds ... could they really be subliminal messages used to warp our minds? And what's with the AP's and their walkie-talkies? Possibly they are an alien life form out to overtake CHS! There's the cafeteria food, the perfect trap for teens (something to fill their stomachs). But what's really in it? It sure looks unnatural. Could education be a slow process to overtake the earth? Maybe school should be eliminated as a safety hazard. We have to escape! Oh no! Sophomores still have two more years to go!

— G. Clef
A Quest?

What is your quest? Sophomores at CHS seem to have many different ones. Some only wish to get out of this school (popular choice!). Others want to earn a lot of money or get married. Hey, why not have both? Lots of us would just try to achieve happiness. That’s easy. Just invent a way to implode algebra homework. Then there’s those sophomores who want to boldly go where no one has ever gone before and find Deep Space Nine! Kidnapping the starship Enterprise would be a grand adventure, too. Personally, my quest is to be able to open the yearbook office door. I’ll never give up! Does anyone know where I can find a battering ram?

— Dentist
Back in Time...

During what period of history would you like to live?

Most sophomores like the 1960’s and 1970’s. Groovy, man! Others want to live in the time of Lincoln and the Civil war. Crazy violence cravers! One person said that they wanted to live in their future life. Now THAT’s planning ahead. Of course, there’s also the romantics that want to go back to medieval times to slay dragons and save fair maidens ... How noble! If only we could create a time machine like in the Back to the Future movies. Then we could go wherever we wanted ... Except the Reagan years (who would want live then?!). Great Scott!

— Dentist

David Oaks
Kelly Olson
Brendan Opiekun
Matthew Ouellette
Justin Ozel
Melissa Paiva

Joshua Panis
Kerri Parenteau
Rebecca Parenteau
Tricia Parenteau
Robert Parisean
Melissa Pedus

Amy Peiczarek
Rebecca Pelletier
David Perras
Justin Pesaturo
Keith Peterson
Katie Peterson
Camera Shy

Karen Aversa
Keri Bell
Owen Boisvert
Raymond Brassard
Kelly Burgess
Christopher Carlson
Lynn Carr
Adam Coutu
Randy Crosby
Lionel Defosse
Gregory Dutilly
J. Sherrie Edmonds
Timothy Gibb
David Gill
Paul Goozey
Joseph Gould
Sean Hall
Juliet Hart
Jennifer Hassell
Douglas Koszela
Joseph Lambert
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Thomas Lasota
Michelle Levalley
Michelle Macomb
Jarrett Medeiros
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Daniel Parenteau
Beth Paronto
Peter Rojas, Jr.
Tammy Silva
Brian Stevens
John Stevens
Melissa Tessier
David Tomasso, Jr.
Jason Upton
Chee Kin Wu
Kimberly Young

Stephen Schuttert
Stacy Ann Schweikart
Robert Scully
Lindsey Shatley
Kimberly Shatley
Kimberly Shaw
Kimberly Sheehan

Mark Sheldon
Jaclyn Sheppard
Shona Shunski
Tracy Simoneau
Thomas Sizemore
Amy Smith

Joshua Smith
Stacey Snyder
Melissa Soares
Darren Soens
James Soler
Eugene Sorenson
Above: "If he does not get his arm off me soon, I think I might belt him one," proclaims Joe Audette. By the looks of Joe, I think if I was this kid I would definitely move.

Above: Melissa Paiva allows her vivrant spirit to show through for not only her class, but her school as well. No, this is not the normal way that she goes dressed to school! She is dressed up for the home-coming parade.
During this year's Homecoming, the sophomores sport their spiffy slogan. The slogan, "And on the 7TH day God created the Class of 1996" was ... interesting.

Christina Hallem, like most average students, focuses on gossiping. Why would anyone want to listen to a teacher when there are so many more things to do?

Adam Santagada proves with a little facial hair, years will be added upon a person's age. Maybe we should all grow beards!

For these shiny, happy people, it's just a happy-go-lucky day. Michelle Macomb and Karyn Stonis flash their pearly whites for the camera.
(top left:) "Arghhhh". Doesn't Brian Sweet resemble Animal from the muppets in this pose. Does he like to beat things with his head too?

(top right:) Jennifer Bowen practices meditation in order to take her into a different world, far away from class.

(bottom left:) Jennifer Judd and company look thrilled with the anticipation of another fun-filled foreign language class.

(bottom right:) Jennifer Jutras models the latest in alternative attire. Don't you love the feel of warm flannel? The popularity of flannel can be easily seen in the halls during this cold winter.
Barbi-Ann Clements and one of her close friends show good friends stick together through the best and worst of times.

Scott Ross shows off his sensual looks by showing his $1.99 romance novel look. Fabio look out.

Forest Hanford screams for release. He is letting out all the anxiety that builds throughout the course of a long and hard school day.
A Different World

(top left:) Jeff Klein is surrounded by a swarm of female Freshman during Homecoming. How did Jeff manage to get in this opportunity-filled situation?

(top right:) Jay Derek walks the classic male strut, which explains the blank and listless expression on his face. This is something we commonly see among Coventry High’s males.

(bottom left:) Elizabeth Pavao intently sucks the last drop from her carton of milk. She knows it will give her strong bones and a healthy smile.

(bottom right:) Lisa Brennan and a blond friend are swimming in a sea of balloons.
(top left:) Amy Lavoie’s neighbor quite gracefully sticks her tongue out at the camera while Amy tries to look pretty. The population of CHS is quite diverse.

(top right:) Melissa Bowdry is captivated by the mystical spells of her teacher. Melissa, don’t succumb to the teachers ploys. Escape while you still can.

(bottom left:) Dan LaCroix has his hands full as he navigates his way down the staircase. Don’t lose your grip, we would not want you to fall and hurt yourself.

(bottom right:) Jeremy Colozza daydreams in the lunchroom about what he can do with the cafeteria food. Any ideas? Maybe he is thinking about starting a food fight. You would not want to clean up that mess, right?

Freshman
Advisor: Patricia Kelly
The advisor had her hands full, since this was the class's first year at CHS.

Class Officers: Secretary Amy Fregeolle, Vice President Michaela Thompson, Student Council Rep. Areli Calzada, Treasurer Jessica Hoxsie
Though it was the blind leading the blind, the class officers did a good job at informing the rest of the class during such times as the spirit week. The officers had a big job in front of them since they were in their first year of the big time at CHS.

President: Ernie Dimicco
As the freshmen class president, Ernie had an extremely large job which faced him. The memories of the class of '97's freshmen year were all made possible by the leadership of this brave young man. Already as we can see Ernie seems to be following in the large footsteps of his father.

Social Committee: Jenny DiCarlo, Jennifer Berk, Autumn Flase, Daniel Rainha, Melissa Antonaccio, Heather Shibley (committee chair)
The social committee along with the officers and president put together the home-coming float, a spirit week stragedey, a skit for the varsity revue, and a plethora of other exciting events and memories. A big job for a group of kids in their first year of high school at CHS.
Jiggling Whales?
Can Whales live in Jello? Most of the freshmen at CHS said "no". C'mon frosh! Everyone knows that the answer is YES!!! Sheesh. If Bill Cosby can control all of those kids with jigglers, Jello can certainly support a whale. Just ask Shamu. You have to pay attention in biology. All whales and squid love Jello, especially the orange kind. One creative student was positive that whales can live in marshmallow fluff. That would make a WHOLE LOT of sandwiches. Here's a brain buster: can zebras live in peanut butter? If they can, that would make one great picnic!
— The Immortal Canker Worm